A joint conference between Aalborg University (AAU) and Roskilde University (RUC) at Aalborg University Campus in Copenhagen (Sydhavnen), Denmark:

5th-7th of November 2014.

To celebrate its 10th anniversary the Cosmobilities Network invites scholars from social sciences and other mobility disciplines to investigate and assess the impacts of networked urban mobilities on the urban condition.

The international Cosmobilities Network invites scholars to discuss their work on the social, economic, and ecological risks and opportunities of these emerging developments. We invite papers contributing to the following themes in relation to Networked Urban Mobilities: Technologies, Practices, Companies, Governance & Planning, Ethics/responsibilities, Arts.

Mobile Art Exhibition
During the conference collaborative research will be generated in the form of on site art exhibitions exploring themes of mobilities, cities, cultures, economies and ecologies.

Contact
Malene Freudendal-Pedersen (Roskilde University), malenef@ruc.dk
Sven Kesselring (Aalborg University), sven@plan.aau.dk

Details and Call for Papers
www.cosmobilities.net and www.facebook.com/cosmobilities